Changing of the middle elevator bearing support.

The bearing support of an aircraft cracked along the weld due to excessive grinding of the ground plate.

Urgency: When cracks are found immediately, otherwise until 1.3.61.

Description of modification:

1.) Check the middle bearing support for cracks or ground weld on the ground plate.
2.) Order a new bended support from the firm of Schleicher, Hoppenhausen/Wehrerkuppe, Germany
3.) Changing of the support see sheet No. 2

Drawings to be corrected:

Drawing L-211.38 - S 1 correct.

Remark:
Modification made from S.No. 833 and before S.No. 343

S. 3A 8
Res. 28. Nov. 1963
1. Cut in a hole into the plywood covering on the lower side.
2. Remove the old support.
4. Close later the hole with 0.04" plywood.